
RESPONSE TO
MATTHEW STANNARD

By Todd

NOTHING IS SO annoying as to have
written what one thinks is a radical article
and then to have somebody accuse you of
defending the status quo. Seriously, I was
pleased to have a response to my article,
especially one so thought-provoking and in-
teresting. Stannard comes from a different
area of expertise (which is all for the good)
and works from different premises (again,
good). Apart from that, we simply agree
about some things and disagree about others.

First of all, Stannard’s response is largely
theoretical and seems, in true Platonic fash-
ion, to be focused on the purely ideal. My
article was in large part historical--looking
at the past for relevant counter-hierarchical
models. Why do ! base my Church construct
on history? Aside from the fact that I am
fascinated by history and like good stories, I
use history partially because historical exam-
ples have weight with a broad Mormon audi-
ence. Additionally, in the search for truth, I
have a tendency to provide evidence and an
aesthetic bias to "show, don’t tell," as my BYU
creative writing teachers used to instruct. A
historian shows with examples, stories, and
footnotes.

With his background in philosophy;
Stannard has a more theoretical standpoint
than I do. He doesn’t cite histoncal examples
to show how his ideal Church would work;
he doesn’t need to. His audience is less tar-
geted at the "Mormon in the street" than is
mine. His philosophical terminology is to
some extent unfamiliar to non-philosophers.

So much for premises. Here are some
responses to specific quotes from Stannard’s
article.

REVELATION begins within a non-in-
stitutional context" and "Often, this prophet is
lowly by the standards of the world; conse-
quently, he or she is not a religious authority."
The first statement is too sweeping for me.
Always? What does he mean by "institution"?
Is a community an institution? A church is an
institution, and a church can be a commu-
nity. Is it impossible for an institutional
leader to receive revelation? What about a

Compton

non-institutional prophet who receives
revelation, and thus has the gift for receiving
further revelations, as is usual, and then be-
comes a leading figure in a community or
community structure? In fact, the prophetic
gift will often propel one toward leadership.
Do we disallow revelations that come after he
or she becomes a leader? It is note~vorthy that
often a revelation makes one a leader (though
being a leader doesn’t automatically confer
revelation). For example, a visitation from
the resurrected Christ was necessary for one
to become an apostle m the early Christian
Church (Acts 1:15-22; 1 Corinthians 9:1).1
In addition, isn’t a prophet always part of a
community (an implied structure), even be-
fore he receives revelation? No one lives in a
vacuum. He or she is always caught up in a
web of family, tribe, neighborhood, church,
community, and sometimes state. Stannard
tries to disassociate revelation from any
member of a community structure. From my
historical and theoretical perspective, this
simply does not work. I entirely agree that
important revelation for the community
need not be limited to a small group of lead-
ers in the community, but the leaders cannot
be excluded from receiving revelation either.

~INT [Compton’s] view, no counter-hierar-
chical revelation can exist as such, because
whatever the source, it is the leadership which
finally rubber-stamps the revelation, or fails to
do so." What Stannard must mean is that I
reject hierarchy-negating revelation, because
I entirely accept counter-hierarchical revela-
tion as I define it (revelation going up
through the structure). As to leadership rub-
ber-stamping grassroots revelation: Though I
think that community is a more important
word than leadership, leadership is still a
crucial part of the comcnunity. I object to the
attribution of "rubber-stamping" in this con-
text (I used it in a different context); I like the
idea of Emma Smith initiating a revelation
(the Word of Wisdom) and Joseph complet-
ing it, each contributing something import-
ant.

J. HE authority of a few given the right to
’decide’ revelation." In the Doctrine and Cove-
nants (20:65; 26:2), the populace of the
Church is given the final chance to reject a
proposed leader or revelation (see not,_- 17 in
my article). So the people finally decide
revelation and leadership. Too often we rub-
ber-stamp Church leaders’ actions. However,
I think leaders are often (not always)
representatives of the people, in a true sense,
and so deserve respect for that reason.

COMPTON suggests that as long as,
and only if, one retains obedience to authorit.y,
even to the extreme of foolish or dangecgus be-
havior commanded by authority, then all will be
well." This is the opposite of what I tried to
express. In the example of Joseph E Smith on
the boat, he is directly disobedient to two
apostles; the context shows that he was cor-
rect in doing this and that I accepted this.
Toward the end of my article, I critique tee
idea that one should always, without excep-
tion, "Follow the Brethren." I reject the idea
of "my country right or wrong" applied to the
Church. I believe that obedience in the
Church, or elsewhere, is a good principle in
many situations, but full of ambiguity (it is
wrong in some situations). Only obedience
to God is entirely unambiguous, though un-
derstanding what is obedience to God is
often very difficult.

COMPTON’5 insistence tha;: non-
standard inspiration be ’non-threatening.’ " I
said that non-standard inspiration can be
non-threatening, not that it had to be. My
contrast between Paul and Nephi is
noteworthy. Paul used a very critical, public
rebuke; Nephi used a subtle, private rebuke.
Depending on the circumstances either
could be correct. Intense rebukes, such as
Paul’s to Peter, can be threatening, especially
if the rebukee is a leader who is insecure,
touchy, and authoritarian in mentality. Evi-
dently, Peter wasn’t.

~ ]-~THICAL~ obligations to one another
[are] prior to institutions or rules" arid "our
responsibility toward each other must always
override responsibility to titles, institutions, and
even rules." I’m concerned about this opposi-
tion of ethics to rules. "Thou shalt not steal"
is a rule and also an ethical obligation. Many
rules are inherently ethical. Oddly enough,
they can be "kept" in unethical ways (letter-
of-the-law observance); ethics is the "spirit"
of the rule/law. Rules and institutions often
exist because of our responsibility toward
each other. So I see tlhis as a false dichotomy.
But, as Christ taught, rules can often be used
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to subvert the intent for which they were
created by people who pride themselves on
their religiosity. Thus people who overtly
seem the most "religious," who have made
the greatest show of placing themselves
firmly in a religious structure can often be the
very people who understand ethics and love
least. So Christ continually taught sincerity
and sincere love in religious practice, with-
out rejecting laws and commandments
(rules) themselves (see Matthew 23:23).

S TANNARD writes that because h~’xmans

are unequal or power hungry, "few communities
have been non-hierarchical." "The church with-
out leaders is the exception rather than t:h~ rule."
Here we are in profound disagreement. All
communities (that I know of) have some
form of leadership, i.e., structure. While I
strongly dislike destructive, enforced, hate-
generated inequality and strongly resent
church or political or economic leaders who
have repressive, judgmental sides, neverthe-
less in any collection of human beings,
whether two or a thousand, there is structure
and gradations rooted in differing gifts and
specializations. However, in the ideal ,Chris-
tian community no one is better than an-
other; are all equally valuable, even if they
have different gifts (and, possibly, they
should all be paid the same; see D~C q9:20).
Each individual has his or her own gift and is
therefore a leader in some way (see ~L Corin-
thians 7 at 12:~-31). Thus, a community
always has leaders, always has structure
(though it is more complex than a few lead-
ers and many followers--all are leaders and
followers, at the same time). There always is
government of some sort.

However, does the structure haw: a hier-
archy? The original sense of this word is
exactly opposite from its current negative
connotations: "-archy" (from art~h¢’) means
"rule" (i.e., leaders and followers); "hie>"
(from hierds) means "holy, sacred, conse-
crated." If we accept that there is "rule"-
leaders and followers--in any community,
and if we believe that communities can be-
come sacred, then hierarchy refers only to
such sacred communities. They haw~" "rule,"
but it is "sacred," transformed.

One could look at structure/leaders-and-
followers as a harsh necessity. I think this is
wrong. If we combine the concept of struc-
ture with "hierds," structure in community
can actually be beautiful, the community can
be beautiful, the leaders can work in sacred,
beautiful ways. Paul compared the Church to
the body, and as the body can be beautiful
and reflective of divine beauty, so the Church
community can be beautiful, not despite its

structure, but through it (1 Corinthians 12).
But what is a holy community/struc-

tureAeader-follower relationship? It is radi-
cally transformed and unlike secular models
(which have unfortunately appropriated the
word "hierarchy"). When we say hierarchy
we often mean unholy rule, evil rule, author-
itarianism, rule by force instead of kindness
and persuasion, an unthinking and uncaring
bureaucracy. True hierds-archy is extremely
paradoxical: without compulsion the
"greatest" serves (as a table servant serves,
doing repetitive, unglamorous duties) the
"least." So Christ washed the feet of the apos-
tles, though he was their ethical superior and
was divine. Whereas, in unholy- secular-
archy, the "least" is forced to "serve" the
"greatest" in brute power (whose moral
bankruptcy often makes the "greatest" the
least in a moral sense). Christ taught this
explicitly: "You know that the rulers of the
Gentiles lord it over them, and their great
men exercise authority over them. It shall not
be so among you; but whoever would be
great among you must be your servant, and
whoever would be first among you must be
your slave" (Matthew 20:25, see Matthew
25:40, Luke 9:48). This concept is in the
New Testament--"on the books"-~but it is
extremely hard for any of us, including
Church leaders, to internalize. It does not
negate community structure, but it does
require "leaders" to have this paradoxical,
loving, serving (in the sense of prosaic house-
hold servant, or even slave) spirit. There is no
sense of forcing people to do things, of au-
thoritarian attitudes, or a sense that some
people are qualitatively better or more valu-
able or more loved by God than others, de-
pending on how high they make it up a
structural ladder.

Thus, an individual may have a gift for
revelation and a structure might naturally
coalesce around him as leader (this often
happened in sacred history; Moses and Jo-
seph Smith are good examples). If he or she
has authentic revelation, he or she will have
the paradoxical attitude toward leadership
that Christ taught. I think of Moses, interced-
ing with God, offering to give up his own
salvation in order to rescue sinning Israel
(Exodus 32:32).

Thus Stannard is correct when he writes
that I believe that "hierarchy is absolutely
necessary, or at least unavoidable." We sim-
ply disagree. He argues that the gospel, lived
perfectly, would do away with "all states of
qualitative, artificially established inequal-
it>" He suggests a Church community in
which "all community members participate"
in revelation. I agree with much of this, but

some of it I can only agree with after defini-
tion. In one sense, all humans are equal; God
loves all equally. All are children of God. But
in another sense, we are all individuals, and,
thus, unequal in specific gifts. I type better
than many, I am therefore a leader in that
skill; I can serve non-typers through my skill.
This is an inequality that enriches the com-
munity.. All can receive revelation, but people
receive it in different ways and in different
intensities. Thus, it is valid to say that there
can be leaders in revelation.

I like Stannard’s idea of the entire commu-
nity receiving revelation and communicating
it with each other in dialogue. But in my
view, there is still individuality and leader-
ship in receiving revelation.

IN conclusion, the above may empha-
size my differences with Stannard more than
agreements, but there was a good deal that
Stannard and I concur on (especially if we
agreed upon some redefinition of terms), and
there was much that I found intriguing in his
response. I would like to thank him for fur-
ther exploring my ideas and for encouraging
me to do the same.                     []

NOTE

1. R. Schnackenburg, "Apostles Be[ore and During Paul’s
Time," 287-303 in Apostolic History and the Gospel, ed. W.
Gasque and Ralph Martin (Exeter: Paternoster, 1970),
292-93; Raymond Brown, The Gospel According to John
(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1970), 2.973.

PASS

this handful of flowery twigs
too late in season
to respond to;
A rain-gnawed door keeping winter
in a dingy, cookie tin,
an oil lamp, dry. Mason jars of smooth
pebbles fingered sleek against my veins.

These porcelain chips
from a bombed-out mosque,
this semiprecious glitter from grave-
Oirt of an excavated cairn:
The guards are dozing.

This copper urn of Ganges waters
I was to sip just before I died
unread, unheard, unbelieved.

--SEAN BRENDAN BROWN
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